Resources on the Project Approach at the Debra S. Fish Library (A St. Paul Public Library)

Contact Jennie with any questions: librarian@thinksmall.org or (651) 641-3544
Available through St. Paul Public Library (http://www.sppl.org/) or MNLINK (www.mnlink.org).
All you need is a library card. Resources can be delivered and returned to any Minnesota public library.

To request from a library:

Engaging Children’s Minds: the Project Approach by Lilian G. Katz
SPPL / MNLink

From Handprints to Hypotheses: Using the Project Approach with Toddlers and Twos by Todd Wanerman
SPPL / MNLink

I’m OK! Building Resilience through Physical Play by Jarrod Green
SPPL / MNLink

Picturing the Project Approach: Creative Explorations in Early Learning by Sylvia C. Chard, Carmen Castillo, & Yvonne Kogan
NA / MNLink

The Project Approach: Developing Curriculum with Children, Practical Guide 2 by Sylvia C. Chard
SPPL / MNLink

SPPL / MNLink

The Project Approach for All Learners: A Hands-on Guide for Inclusive Early Childhood Classrooms by Sallee Beneke
SPPL / MNLink

Starting with their Strengths: Using the Project Approach in Early Childhood Special Education by Deborah C. Lickey
SPPL / MNLink

Young Investigators: the Project Approach in the Early Years by Judy Harris Helm
SPPL / MNLink

Requesting materials for pick up at a St. Paul Public Library? Use SPPL.
Picking up from your local library outside of St. Paul? Use MNLink.